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Abstract- The basic concept behind the Internet is

Congestion. To address these maladies, we propose and

expressed by the scalability argument: mechanism or

investigate a novel congestion-avoidance mechanism

service should be introduced into the Internet if it does

called Network Traffic Monitoring (NTM).

not scale well. A key corollary to the scalability
argument is the end-to-end argument: to maintain
scalability, algorithmic complexity should be pushed to

Index Terms— TCP, UDP, backward feedback, forward
feedback, round trip time, time to live.

the edges of the network whenever possible. Although
the best example of the Internet concept is TCP
congestion controls [1], which is implemented primarily
through

algorithms

operating

at

end

systems.

Unfortunately, TCP congestion control also illustrates

I. INTRODUCTION
Network Traffic Monitoring is a core-stateless
congestion

avoidance

mechanism.

The

basic

principle of NTM is to compare, at the borders of the

some of the short comings the end-to-end argument. As

network, the rates at which each flow's packets are

a result of its strict adherence to end-to-end congestion

entering and leaving the network. If packets are

control, the current Internet suffers from main

entering the network faster than they are leaving it,

maladies: congestion collapse from undelivered packets.

then the network is very likely to be buffering or,

NTM[14][16] entails the exchange of feedback between

worse yet, discarding the flow's packets. In other

routers at the borders of a network in order to detect

words, the network is receiving more packets than it

and restrict unresponsive traffic flows before they enter

can handle. NTM [14] prevents this scenario by

the network, thereby preventing congestion within the

“monitoring” the network's borders, ensuring that

network. The Internet’s excellent scalability and

packets do not enter the network at a rate greater than

robustness result in part from the end-to-end nature of

they are able to leave it. This has the beneficial effect

Internet congestion control. End-to-end congestion

of

control algorithms alone, however, are unable to
prevent the congestion collapse and unfairness created
by applications that are unresponsive to network

preventing

congestion

collapse

(congestion

collapse is a phenomenon in which the maximum of
network bandwidth is used by the packets which
ultimately do not reach the destination but are lost
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due to congestion in between) from undelivered

II. Working Principle

packets, because in this case unresponsive flow's
undeliverable packets never enter the network in the

Mainly two algorithms are used in this project for
congestion control:

first place.

A. The leaky bucket algorithm:Depending on which flow it is operating on, an edge
router may be viewed as ingress or an egress router.

This algorithm [17] is a single-server queuing system

An edge router operating on a flow passing into a

with constant service time. The host is allowed to put

network is called an ingress router, whereas an edge

one packet per clock tick onto the network. This can

router operating on a flow passing out of a network is

be enforced by the interface card or by the operating

called an egress router. NTM prevents congestion

system. This mechanism turns an uneven flow of

collapse through a combination of per-flow rate

packets from the user processes inside the host into

monitoring at egress routers and per-flow rate control

an even flow of packets onto the network, smoothing

at ingress routers. Rate monitoring allows an egress

out bursts and greatly reducing the chances of

router to determine how rapidly each flow's packets

congestion. The leaky bucket consists of a finite

are leaving the network, whereas rate control allows

queue. When a packet arrives, if there is room on the

an ingress router to police the rate at which each

queue it is appended to the queue otherwise it is

flow's packets enter the network. Linking these two

discarded. At every clock tick, one packet is

functions

transmitted.

together

are

the

feedback

packets

exchanged between ingress and egress routers;
ingress routers send egress routers forward feedback
packets to inform them about the flows that are being
rate controlled, and egress routers send ingress
routers backward feedback packets to inform them
about the rates at which each flow's packets are
leaving the network.

Token bucket represents the Policing function of
Traffic Conditioning Block of different server. A
token bucket flow is defined by (r, b), r denotes the
rate at which tokens (credits) are accumulated and b
is the depth of the token pool (in bytes).
New token are adding to the bucket at rate of r
tokens/sec, the maximum token can be accumulated

The main feature of NTM is its core stateless

is b bytes. If the bucket is full, the incoming tokens

approach, which allows routers on the borders (or

will be thrown away. The Token Bucket (TB) profile

edges) of a network to perform flow classification

contains three parameters: an average rate, a peak

and maintain per-flow state but does not allow

rate, and burst size.

routers at the core of the network to do so. This
serves the ultimate goal of networking i.e. bringing
the complexity to the edge of network as far as
possible.
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B. Time sliding window (TSW):The

Time

Sliding

Window

[6][9]

Three

Conformance level meter TSWTCL meters a traffic
stream and determines the conformance level of its
packets. Packets are deemed to belong to one of the
three levels, Red, Yellow or Green, depending on the
committed and peak rate. The meter provides an
estimate of the running average bandwidth. It takes
into account burstiness and smoothes out its estimate
to approximate the longer-term measured sending
rate of the traffic stream. The estimated bandwidth
approximates the running average bandwidth of the
traffic stream over a specific window (time
interval).It estimates the average bandwidth using a
Fig 1.

time-based estimator. When a packet arrives for a
class, TSWTCL re-computes the average rate by
using the rate in the last window (time interval) and
the size of the arriving packet. The window is then

III. Overall system design [18]
From the analysis it can be said that the following are
the major modules of NTM.

slid to start at the current time (the packet arrival
time). If the computed rate is less than the committed

A.Source module:-The task of this Module is to send

configuration parameter, the packet is deemed Green;

the packet to the Ingress router.

else if the rate is less than the peak rate, it is yellow
else Red. To avoid dropping multiple packets within
a TCP window, TSWTCL probabilistically assigns
one of the three conformance level to the packet.
The basic working principle of NTM is pictorially
represented as below:

Fig 2.
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B. Ingress router module [19]:An edge router operating on a flow passing into a
network is called an ingress router. NTM prevents
congestion collapse through a combination of perflow rate monitoring at egress routers and per-flow
rate control at ingress routers. Rate control allows an
ingress router to police the rate at which each flow’s
packets enter the network. Ingress Router contains a
flow classifier, per-flow traffic shapers (e.g., leaky
buckets), a feedback controller, and a rate controller.

Fig 4.
C. Router module:The task of this Module is to accept the packet from
the Ingress router and send it to the Egress router.

Fig 3.

Fig 5.
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D. Egress router module [19]:An edge router operating on a flow passing out of a
network is called an egress router. NTM prevents
congestion collapse through a combination of perflow rate monitoring at egress routers and per-flow
rate control at ingress routers. Rate monitoring allows
an egress router to determine how rapidly each flow’s
packets are leaving the network. Rate monitored
using a rate estimation algorithm such as the Time
Sliding Window (TSW) algorithm. Egress Router
contains a flow classifier, Rate monitor, a feedback
Fig 7.

controller.

Fig 6.

Fig 8.

E. Destination module:The task of this Module is to accept the packet from
the Egress router and stored in a file in the
Destination machine.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this project, we have implemented a novel
congestion avoidance mechanism for the Internet
called Network Traffic Monitoring. Unlike existing
Internet congestion control approaches, which rely
solely on end-to-end control, NTM is able to prevent
congestion collapse from undelivered packets. It does
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than they are able to leave it. NTM requires no
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this by ensuring at the border of the network that

modifications to core routers nor to end systems.
Only edge routers are enhanced so that they can
perform the requisite per-flow monitoring, per-flow
rate control and feedback exchange operations
.Extensive experimental simulation results done at
different levels show that NTM successfully prevents
congestion collapse from undelivered packets.
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